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Effective transport properties of porous
composites applied to MIEC SOC electrodes†

Philip Marmet, *ab Lorenz Holzer, a Thomas Hocker,a Gernot K. Boiger a and
Joseph M. Brader b

Semi-analytical models describing transport phenomena governed by the Laplace equation (like

conduction of charge carriers or heat) are presented for the case of a porous composite with two solid

phases and one pore-phase (i.e., two conducting and one insulating phase), closing the existing gap in

the literature for fast and accurate predictions for this particular case. The models allow for an efficient

screening of promising concepts and material combinations, as they are computationally much more

efficient compared to numerical simulations on a 3D geometry. Three different semi-analytical models

(Maxwell, Xu and MST models) are compared and validated using a microstructure dataset of

perovskite–CGO solid oxide cell electrodes obtained by stochastic modeling. Based on the results from

both numerical and semi-analytical models, the effects of the resulting composite transport properties

are discussed for the application example of these fully ceramic electrodes. CGO and the used LSTN

perovskite are both mixed ionic and electronic conductors (MIECs), which leads to different reaction

mechanisms and associated requirements for the microstructure design compared to, e.g., Ni–YSZ.

Due to the MIEC-property of both solid phases, the transport of neither electrons nor oxygen ions is

limited to a single phase. Consequently, the composite conductivity, which is inherent to MIEC

electrodes, opens a much larger design space for microstructure optimization compared to the single-

phase conductivity of conventional electrodes, which are prone to percolation failure.

1 Introduction

Transport phenomena in composite materials are relevant
for many technical applications. There is a class of transport
phenomena, which can be described by the Laplace equation,
like the conduction of heat (e.g., in electronic components), the
conduction of charged species (e.g., electrons and oxygen ions
in solid oxide cell electrodes) or diffusion in solids. Typically,
the components of a composite have different intrinsic trans-
port properties. However, the resulting effective transport pro-
perties not only depend on the intrinsic material properties,
but also on the volume fractions and the morphological
arrangement of the components (e.g., microstructure limitations).
A conceptually straightforward way to determine the effective
transport properties of such transport phenomena is to solve the
Laplace equation numerically on a specific 3D geometry using a
software package like GeoDict1 or TauFactor.2 However, for this
simulation-based approach, an exact 3D representation of the

microstructure needs to be available, e.g., from tomography.
Alternatively, analytical approaches are reported in the literature.
Especially the effective thermal conductivity of two-phase systems
is widely discussed3 because of its technical relevance for the
engineering of thermal components. However, composites with
three phases are rarely studied, despite the fact that they are
frequently used in applications such as battery and fuel cell
electrodes. Thus, a framework for the systematic study of
porous composite three-phase materials (i.e., two solid phases
and one pore phase) shall be elaborated in this publication.
Hence, the scenario considered in the present study considers
the special case, where the transport can happen in two phases
of the composite to a different extent, due to different intrinsic
transport properties. The third phase (pore-phase) does not
contribute to the transport process and thus represents a
microstructural obstacle. In this paper, the term ‘‘composite
conductivity’’ will be used to describe the resulting effective
property describing the ability of the composite to transport
a certain quantity. Thus, the term ‘‘composite conductivity’’ is
used for effective transport of different physical phenomena
that can be described by the Laplace equation like charge
transport, heat transport and diffusion. Thereby, we consider
three different semi-analytical models from the literature,
which are capable of predicting the composite conductivity in
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composite materials with two phases (Section 2.3). These three
models are studied and reformulated, so that they are applic-
able to three phase materials (i.e., porous composites).

An application example for this scenario is heat transport in
a porous composite. Thereby, the analytical models typically
consider cases where the heat transport (conduction, radiation,
convection) in the pore-phase is negligible compared to the
heat transport in the solid phases. Moreover, the analytical
models equally describe solid-phase diffusion or conduction
processes in porous composites. Another relevant example
concerns solid oxide cell (SOC) electrodes consisting of two
solid phases with mixed ionic electronic conducting (MIEC)
properties. In these MIEC electrodes, the transport of both
charge carriers (electrons and oxygen ions) extends to both
solid phases. Note that in practice there exist composite SOC
electrodes with zero, one or two MIEC materials. An example
for zero MIEC materials is Ni–YSZ (i.e., a combination of two
single-phase conductors). In this electrode, Ni is the electronic
conducting phase and YSZ is the ionic conducting phase.
In Ni–YSZ, there is thus no composite conductivity taking place.
An example for composite SOC electrodes with one MIEC
material is Ni–CGO. This electrode owns composite conductiv-
ity properties only for the transport of electrons, but not for
ions. Finally, an example for composite SOC electrodes with
two MIEC materials is LSTN–CGO, which owns composite
conductivity properties for the transport of electrons and ions
(see discussion in Section 2.4.1). Moreover, in the emerging
semiconductor electrochemistry, composite conductivity can
also be relevant for recent semiconductor-ionic composite
materials, e.g., used for electrolyte-layer-free fuel cells (EFFCs).
Thereby, the electrolyte of a conventional SOFC design is
replaced by a p–n junction forming in situ under a fuel cell
atmosphere. For example, Zhu et al.4 reported a functional
EEFC with a high power density (ca. 1000 mW cm�2 at 550 1C)
using a MIEC-based semiconductor–ionic composite with
La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3�d (LSCF) and Sm–Ca co-doped ceria (SCDC).
An overview of this recent topic can be found in the review by
Zhu et al.5

The composite conductivity of porous SOC-electrodes with
two MIEC phases and using a conventional electrolyte based
design will be used in this paper as the main application
example. Thereby, perovskite–CGO composites represent one
of the most important material combinations for Ni-free fuel
electrodes (e.g., ref. 6–9), which show promising results con-
cerning improved stability and degradation behavior. The ionic
and electronic composite conductivities specific for MIEC-
based SOC electrodes and their implications for microstructure
optimization will be thoroughly discussed in Section 2.4. For
this purpose, a microstructure dataset consisting of numerous
compositional variations is available from a previous study
(Marmet et al.10). These virtual microstructure variations were
constructed with a model of stochastic geometry, which was
fitted to real tomography data from experimental LSTN–CGO
electrodes. This set of virtual 3D structures (with realistic
properties) is used as input for numerical transport simulations
(solving the Laplace equation), whereby the different intrinsic

ionic or electronic conductivities of the two MIEC phases are
considered. In this way, accurate numerical determination of
the composite conductivity is achieved, and these numerical
results will be used as a reference for calibration and validation
of the three analytical models (Section 3.3). Hence, the numer-
ical simulations are typically much more reliable, but they are
also more expensive in terms of the required microstructure
input and also regarding the computational resources. The
question thus arises, how precise and reliable the prediction
with analytical models can be, and whether or not these
analytical models can be used to replace the more expensive
numerical models. Moreover, only a few analytical models are
available, which can consistently be applied to a material
system with a phase without conductivity (pore-phase) as, e.g.,
the quadratic parallel model,11 while many mixing models12–14

are not well defined in this particular case (see also literature
discussion in Section 2.3).

Besides the introduction of the semi-analytical models,
a further goal of this paper is to discuss the implications of
the composite conductivity effects for the microstructure and
material design for the specific example of SOC electrodes.
However, the discussion of absolute performance data is out of
scope of this paper, as this involves a thorough consideration
of additional effects like gas transport in pores and reaction
kinetics calibrated to dedicated experiments, e.g., on the basis
of a multiscale-multiphysics electrode model as reported in
Marmet et al.56 and in the PhD-thesis by Ph. Marmet15 (Sections 9
and 10). Hence, a simple analytical model will be used to
demonstrate the impact of the composite conductivity on
the performance of solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) electrodes in
a qualitative way. Thereby, microstructure design regions are
discussed and compared for three different anode material
systems (Section 3.2): perovskite–CGO (with composite conduc-
tivities), Ni–YSZ (with single-phase conductivities), and Ni–CGO
(with single-phase ionic and composite electronic conduc-
tivities). Finally, important guidelines on how to optimize perovs-
kite–CGO anode composition and its constituents are provided
(Section 3.4). For this purpose, the semi-analytical Xu-model is
used for an efficient screening of optimization strategies related to
the phase compositions and intrinsic conductivities.

Additional details about composite conductivity effects includ-
ing the semi-analytic models and their validation can be found in
the ESI,† and in Chapter 6 of the PhD-thesis of Ph. Marmet.15

2 Methods and models
2.1 From single-phase to composite conductivity

We study the conductivity of a porous composite (two solid
phases and one pore-phase) as illustrated in Fig. 1. We first
consider the case in Fig. 1(a), where only the solid-phase 1 (SP1)
is conductive, while the solid-phase 2 (SP2) is an insulator.
Hence, the conductive transport takes place in a single solid
phase (SP1). The corresponding effective single-phase conduc-
tivity can be expressed as

seff = srel,SP1�s0,SP1, (1)
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where s0,SP1 is the intrinsic conductivity of SP1, and the rela-
tive conductivity srel,SP1 is a dimensionless parameter (0 o
srel,SP1 o 1), which accounts for the microstructure limitations
on the effective conductive transport (seff). The relative con-
ductivity can be described quantitatively either by (a) direct
numerical simulation on the 3D microstructure or (b) predic-
tion based on the knowledge of microstructure characteristics.

For (a) the simulated relative conductivity ssim
rel (or simulated

M-factor Msim) is defined as

ssimrel ¼
ssimeff
s0
¼Msim; (2)

where ssim
eff is the simulated effective conductivity and s0 is the

used intrinsic conductivity (see also Marmet et al.16).
(b) On the other hand, prediction based on the knowledge of

microstructure characteristics requires morphological analysis
of phase volume fraction f, geodesic tortuosity tdir,geod and
constrictivity b of the transporting phase, as described by
Stenzel et al.:17

spredrel ¼
f1:15b0:37

t4:39dir;geod

¼Mpred: (3)

where spred
rel is the predicted relative conductivity (or predicted

M-factor Mpred). For a thorough review of single-phase conduc-
tivity (M-factor) and associated microstructure effects we refer
to Holzer et al.18,19 For later comparison, we have to emphasize
two specific characteristics of the single-phase conductivity,
which do not apply to the scenario of composite conductivity:

(a) For the single-phase conductivities, the impact of intrin-
sic properties (s0) and microstructure limitations (srel) can be
described separately from each other. The relative conductivity
is therefore also called microstructure factor (M-factor)17 since
it describes purely geometric effects. To emphasize this fact,
the M-factor notations Msim and Mpred are also stated in eqn (2)
and (3), respectively.

(b) For the case of single-phase conductivity (Fig. 1(a)),
it is also important to note that disconnected components

(i.e., islands) of SP1 do not contribute to the transport at all.
This is expressed by a reduced value for the effective phase
volume fraction (feff). Furthermore, the bottlenecks within the
phase network of SP1 have a strongly limiting effect on the
relative conductivity, which is expressed by a small value for
constrictivity (b).

We now consider the case of a porous composite illustrated
in Fig. 1(b), where also SP2 contributes to the conductive
transport of the same species (e.g., ions) as in SP1, but to a
lower extent (i.e., s0,SP1 4 s0,SP2). As the transport is no more
limited to a single phase, the transport limitations due to the
microstructure of the single phases are less restrictive. Discon-
nected components (islands), bottlenecks and tortuous path-
ways in one solid-phase can be bridged by the second solid-
phase (and vice versa). This can result in a significantly higher
composite conductivity compared to the single-phase conduc-
tivity, even for cases where the intrinsic conductivity of SP2 is
significantly lower compared to SP1. As will be shown later, this
improvement is particularly strong for cases where SP1 suffers
from pronounced microstructural limitations such as discon-
nected islands and narrow bottlenecks.

2.2 Definition of the composite conductivity

The effective composite conductivity depends on the intrinsic
conductivities of both solid phases and on the microstructure
(including obstacles from the insulating pore phase). However,
the microstructure-effect cannot be determined as easily as for
material systems with single-phase conductivity only. In contrast
to the effective single-phase conductivity, the effects of intrinsic
properties and of the microstructure on the effective composite
conductivity cannot be strictly separated. This is because the
transport pathways extend over both solid phases and are a result
of combined effects of the intrinsic conductivities and micro-
structure effects of both phases. For example, if the transport
pathway between two disconnected regions (e.g., separate grains)
of a solid-phase (e.g., SP1) is bridged with another material with
poorer conductivity (e.g., SP2), the effect on the total conductivity
depends on both, the shape of the bridge and the intrinsic
conductivity of the bridging material.

In order to provide a measure similar to the relative single-
phase conductivity (or M-factor) of eqn (1), a relative composite
conductivity srel,comp is defined in eqn (4). The definition is
valid for a composite with two solid phases, where the first
solid-phase (SP1) has a higher conductivity compared to the
second solid-phase (SP2).

seff,comp = srel,comp�s0,SP1, (4)

where seff,comp is the effective composite conductivity and s0,SP1

is the intrinsic conductivity of the solid-phase 1 (SP1) with
higher conductivity. Furthermore, the ratio of the intrinsic
conductivities of the two solid phases is defined as follows:

l ¼ s0;SP2
s0;SP1

; (5)

with s0,SP1 4 s0,SP2. According to this definition, the intrinsic
conductivity ratio is always l r 1. It must be emphasized that

Fig. 1 Illustration of the transport pathways for single-phase conductivity
(left) and for composite conductivity (right). The two scenarios differ with
respect to the intrinsic material properties that are attributed to the two
solid phases in the same microstructure: (a) transport in only one solid
phase (SP1), i.e., single-phase conductivity, (b) transport of the same
charge carrier (e.g., ions) in both solid phases, i.e., composite conductivity.
Legend: s0 = intrinsic transport property (e.g., intrinsic ionic conductivity),
SP = solid-phase.
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the relative composite conductivity is a normalization of the
effective composite conductivity with the intrinsic conduc-
tivity of the solid phase with higher intrinsic conductivity
(i.e., srel,comp = seff,comp/s0,SP1). As a consequence, the relative
composite conductivity can be defined as a function of the ratio
of the intrinsic conductivity of the two solid phases:

srel,comp = f (l). (6)

In this sense, the relative composite conductivity can be inter-
preted as a description of the combined effects from micro-
structure limitations in the composite material and a specific
ratio l of the intrinsic conductivities. Hence, the impact of the
microstructure cannot be described fully independently from
the intrinsic conductivities of the two solid phases, but for a
certain ratio thereof.

The total relative composite conductivity (srel,comp) can be
subdivided into three distinct components (see also the illus-
tration in Fig. 4), which are (a) the single-phase contribution
from SP1 (srel,SP1), (b) the single-phase contribution from SP2
(l�srel,SP2), and (c) a particular contribution, which is specific to
composite conductivity scenarios (srel,comp-part). The latter con-
tribution is, for example, due to the bridging of islands in
the phase network of SP1 via pathways in SP2. These islands
would not contribute to transport in single-phase conducting
scenarios. This particular contribution (srel,comp-part) becomes
very important, for example, when the porosity increases and/or
when the phase volume fraction of SP1 decreases. An illustra-
tion of some basic microstructure effects like the influence of
porosity, composition and wetting behavior on the total com-
posite conductivity and the three mentioned components is
illustrated in Section A of the ESI.†

2.3 Models to predict the composite conductivity

The relative composite conductivities can be determined by
numerical simulation (solving the Laplace equation) on the 3D
geometry of a microstructure for a specific conductivity ratio l
of the two solid phases, as described in a previous publication
(Marmet et al.16). However, the result is only valid for a specific
conductivity ratio l and the computationally expensive simula-
tion needs to be repeated for every l of interest. Moreover, this
approach only provides limited conceptual insight. Therefore, a
more efficient (semi) analytical model for prediction of compo-
site conductivity of porous composites is of high interest,
allowing for a fast screening of promising material combina-
tions and microstructure designs and at the same time provid-
ing a more fundamental understanding of the complex
microstructure phenomena involved.

In the literature, some models for the conductivity of porous
composites are available in the context of solid oxide cells,
which are also the main application example in this paper.
There are many studies available for the conductivity of SOFC
anodes, where electrons and ions are transported in separate
phases. Many of them are based on percolation theory (e.g.,
ref. 20–22), which is an important concept for this electrode
type with only single-phase conductivities. In contrast, studies
about composite conductivity are rare. Specifically, a few

publications are available for MIEC cathodes. Chen et al.23

presented a model for SOFC cathodes to treat composite
conductivities for a combination of pure ion conducting mate-
rials like YSZ and CGO (in a cathodic environment) and MIEC-
phases like LSCF or LSCM. Their approach is based on the
percolation theory. More general literature is available for two-
phase systems without porosity, which is especially of impor-
tance for the thermal conductivity of composite materials.
Wang et al.24 and Karol et al.3 provided an overview of different
models in such scenarios. Basically, the models can be grouped
into two main classes based on the criteria of phase percolation
of both phases. A very common model for non-percolating and
even non-touching particles in a continuous matrix is the
Maxwell model.25 Models with two continuous phases have,
e.g., been formulated by Agari and Uno26 and by Xu et al.27

Moreover, also models for the composite conductivity for
three-phase systems are available. Woodside and Messmer11

proposed the quadratic parallel (QP) model for the effective
composite conductivity:

seff ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s0;1
p

f1 þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s0;2
p

f2 þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s0;3
p

f3

� �2
; (7)

where s0,i is the intrinsic conductivity and fi is the volume
fraction of each phase with i = 1, 2, 3. This model can be
consistently applied for the current three-phase system with
vanishing conductivity s0,3 = 0 of one phase (i.e., pore-phase):

sQP
rel;comp ¼

seff
s0;SP1

¼ fSP1 þ
ffiffiffi
l
p

fSP2

� �2
; (8)

where fSP1 and fSP2 are the volume fractions of the solid
phases and l is the conductivity ratio according to eqn (5).
This model has an impressive simplicity, but shows a rather
poor performance (i.e., a relatively high prediction error MAPE),
as will be discussed in detail in Section 3.3.

There are also more sophisticated multiphase models avail-
able, where a multiphase material is divided into a combi-
nation of several two-phase systems24 like the Maxwell–DeLoor
model.12,13 Like the QP model, no geometric parameters are
required for these mixture models. Dobson et al.14 formulated
this model for a four-phase system. However, this model is not
well defined for a case with vanishing conductivity (i.e., pore-
phase), as the equation includes division by the vanishing
intrinsic conductivity, resulting in division by zero. Therefore,
a direct comparison with our models and for our microstruc-
ture and material scenarios is not possible.

In the following, the Maxwell model and the model of
Xu et al.27 will be discussed in more detail and modifications
will be introduced in order to make them usable for three-
phase electrodes with two solid MIEC-phases and one pore-
phase. In contrast to the QP model and the mixture models,
geometrical parameters will be used.

2.3.1 Composite conductivity based on the Maxwell model.
The Maxwell model describes composite conductivity for
materials consisting of a continuous matrix with spherical
inclusions, as illustrated in Fig. 2(a). The Maxwell model is
based on the far field theory applied to a dispersion of small
particles within a continuous matrix.24,28 The particles are
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assumed to be far apart from each other so that the local
distortions of the potential field and associated transport
characteristics around each particle do not interfere with their
neighbours. Thus, this model performs best for a small volume
fraction of the dispersed particles. Sevostianov et al.29 provided
a comprehensive review of the far-field-based methods for the
estimation of the effective properties of multi-phase compo-
sites that was pioneered by Maxwell. The Maxwell model25 for
the described situation is reported in eqn (9):

seff;2ph
s0;matrix

¼ srel;2ph ¼
2þ l� 2 1� lð Þfparticle

2þ lþ 1� lð Þfparticle

; (9)

where seff,2ph is the effective composite conductivity and srel,2ph

is the relative composite conductivity of the two-phase system
without porosity, as depicted in Fig. 2(a). Furthermore, s0,matrix

is the intrinsic conductivity of the matrix material, l = s0,particle/
s0,matrix is the ratio of intrinsic conductivities of the particle and
the matrix material and fparticle is the volume fraction of the
particles. Note that in our nomenclature, SP1 is attributed to
the matrix-phase and SP2 to the particle-phase.

The assumptions of the Maxwell model in its original form
are violated if applied for porous composite electrodes and thus
some modifications are needed. The assumption of a contin-
uous matrix is violated because of the porosity. This scenario is
shown in Fig. 2(b). Thereby, the insulating pore-phase does not
contribute to the conductivity. Hence, the effect of the pore-
phase can be captured by multiplying the relative two-phase
composite conductivity srel,2ph (eqn (9)) according to the con-
ventional Maxwell model with the relative conductivity srel,SPtot

of the total solid-phase in order to obtain an estimation for the
relative composite conductivity of the three-phase system as
formulated in eqn (10):

srel,3ph = srel,2ph�srel,SPtot (10)

Note that the relative conductivity (M-factor) according to
eqn (1) is normally only applicable to single-phase conductivity
scenarios. For example, in a porous medium with a single
conducting solid phase, the relative conductivity describes
microstructure limitations induced by the pore-phase. In the
combined Maxwell model of eqn (10), srel,2ph can be considered
as a homogenization approach for the composite solid-phase.
In this way, the application of the relative conductivity similar
to a single-phase scenario is justified. Thereby, srel,SPtot is
determined numerically for the total solid-phase according to
eqn (2) (i.e., the corresponding simulated property ssim

rel,SPtot is
used as defined in Marmet et al.16). Alternatively, the relative
conductivity can also be estimated based on eqn (3). Hence, the
morphology of the total solid-phase (i.e., the effects of total
solid-phase volume fraction, tortuosity and constrictivity)
is respected with srel,SPtot and the contributions of the two
solid phases with individual intrinsic conductivities with the
Maxwell model. In the pore-phase, no charge transport takes
place. The porosity e represents the inactive phase volume
fraction and is considered in the model via the total solid-
phase volume fraction (i.e., ftot = 1 � e), while tortuosity and
constrictivity are not of importance for the insulating pore-
phase.

However, the assumption of sparse particles forming iso-
lated islands within the matrix (as shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b)) is
often violated in composite materials. In addition, the particles
will sometimes also be located at the pore-interface and thus
are not totally enclosed within the matrix. The latter issue
cannot at all be accounted for within this model framework.
On the other hand, the issue with the dilute approximation of
the particles can be partially resolved. The assumption of
isolated particles approximately holds for very low volume
fractions of the minor phase (SP2), far below the percolation
threshold. In eqn (11), the relative two-phase conductivity
srel,2ph,M1 is formulated using SP1 as the matrix-phase and
SP2 as the particle-phase. Thus, this equation can be expected
to provide a good approximation for low relative volume frac-
tions of SP2 fSP2,rel { 0.5 but to be inaccurate for large fSP2,rel

4 0.5. Additionally, eqn (11) can also be formulated using SP2
as the matrix-phase and SP1 as the particle-phase, as reported
in eqn (12). The two terms of eqn (11) and (12) are then blended
according to the relative volume-fractions in eqn (13), resulting
in the prediction for the composite conductivity sMax

rel,comp.
Therewith, always the term with the larger volume fraction
for the matrix is dominant, which is in accordance with the
Maxwell model assumptions. However, it has to be expected
that the prediction is less accurate around the relative volume
fractions of fSP1,rel = fSP2,rel = 0.5, as will be discussed in
Section 3.3. Note that in eqn (12) for the relative two-phase
conductivity srel,2ph,M2 with SP2 as the matrix-phase, the intrin-
sic conductivity ratio l has to be inverted. Moreover, the
multiplication with l is needed in order to establish the correct
relationship between srel,2ph,M2 and the intrinsic conductivity of
SP1 (according to the definition in eqn (4)), as derived in
Section C.1 of the ESI.† Thus, the set of equations for the
prediction of the relative composite conductivity sMax

rel,comp using

Fig. 2 (a) Visualization of the assumptions associated with the Maxwell
model, which predicts effective transport properties of a composite
material. The material is composed of two solid phases (SP1, SP2), which
can transport the same species or charge carrier (e.g., electric conduction),
but which have different intrinsic transport properties (s0) for this species.
As illustrated, Maxwell typically considers materials where isolated particles
of SP2 are embedded in a continuous matrix of SP1. (b) Visualization of the
combined Maxwell model, which is applicable to a material consisting of
two conductive solid phases, plus porosity as an insulating phase.
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the (modified) Maxwell model reads (eqn (11)–(13))

srel;2ph;M1 ¼
2þ l� 2 1� lð ÞfSP2;rel

2þ lþ 1� lð ÞfSP2;rel

(11)

srel;2ph;M2 ¼
2þ l�1 � 2 1� l�1

� �
fSP1;rel

2þ l�1 þ 1� l�1ð ÞfSP1;rel

l (12)

sMax
rel,comp = (fSP1,rel�srel,2ph,M1 + fSP2,rel�srel,2ph,M2)�srel,SPtot,

(13)

where fSP1,rel and fSP2,rel are the relative solid volume fractions
of SP1 and SP2 (fSP1,rel = fSP1/ftot, fSP2,rel = fSP2/ftot and
fSP1,rel + fSP2,rel = 1). Note that eqn (13) has the same form as
eqn (10) (i.e., srel,SPtot accounts for the transport limitations due
to the porosity) and the term in brackets in eqn (13) corre-
sponds to srel,2ph in eqn (10), which can be considered as a
homogenization approach for the composite solid-phase.

The prediction power and limitation of this modeling
approach will be discussed in the results Section 3.3.

2.3.2 Composite conductivity based on the Xu model.
Another model for the composite conductivity was suggested
by Xu et al.27 with a reconstruction of the Maxwell model based
on the potential mean-field theory. This model is constructed
for a two-phase composite for the case that both phases form
percolating phase networks, as illustrated in Fig. 3(a). The
original Xu model includes a fit factor for the contact resistance
related to intergranular charge transfer within the same phase,
which is not considered in this work. The Xu model27 for the
effective conductivity of a two-phase composite without poros-
ity and with neglected intergranular resistance is reported in
eqn (14) (already adapted to our nomenclature):

sXu
eff;2ph¼

1

4
3fSP2;rel s0;SP2�s0;SP1

� �
þ 2s0;SP1�s0;SP2
� ��

þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3fSP2;rel s0;SP2�s0;SP1

� �
þ 2s0;SP1�s0;SP2
� �� �2þ 8s0;SP2s0;SP1

q 	
(14)

In order to correct the Xu model for the non-conducting pore-
phase as illustrated in Fig. 3(b), the relative two-phase compo-
site conductivity can again be multiplied with the relative
conductivity srel,SPtot of the total solid-phase as introduced in
eqn (10). Moreover, eqn (14) needs to be transformed and
reformulated in order to describe the relative composite con-
ductivity as a function of the intrinsic conductivity ratio l. This
reformulation is described in Section C.2 of the ESI.† The
resulting prediction of the relative composite conductivity with
the modified Xu model accounting for the porosity then reads
as follows:

sXu
rel;comp ¼

1

4
3fSP2;rel l�1ð Þþ 2�lð Þ
�

þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3fSP2;rel l�1ð Þþ 2�lð Þ
� �2þ 8l

q 	
�srel;SPtot

(15)

Note that because in the formulation in eqn (14) and (15)
the interface resistance between the grains is neglected, the
formulation is symmetrical with respect to SP1 and SP2. Hence,
it does not matter which solid-phase is chosen as the matrix-
phase or particle-phase. Therewith, a procedure with blending
to equations using SP1 and SP2 as the matrix-phase as used for
the Maxwell model (described in Section 2.3.1) is not necessary.
In contrast to the Maxwell model, the Xu model assumes
percolating phases. This assumption is violated for very low
volume fractions of the minor phase, as will be discussed in the
results Section 3.3.

2.3.3 Prediction of the composite conductivity based on
the MST model. The modified Maxwell and Xu models both
have the advantage that only the relative conductivity (M-factor)
srel,SPtot of the total solid-phase is needed as a microstructure
parameter, which accounts for the effect of the non-conductive
pore-phase. The drawback of both models is that they do not
account for the morphology of the individual phases and
hence, for example, cannot predict the percolation thresholds
appropriately. Thus, a new model is presented here for the
prediction of the composite conductivity, based on the relative
conductivities of the single and total solid phases, abbreviated
as the MST model (i.e., M-factors Single and Total solid phases).
An additional advantage of the MST model is that an inter-
face resistance between the two solid phases can be easily
introduced.

The effective composite conductivity can be interpreted to be
composed of three parts: (1) single-phase conductivity of SP1,
(2) single-phase conductivity of SP2 and (3) a composite con-
ductivity part, originating from transport pathways crossing the
phase boundaries (e.g., using islands and dead-ends). These
three conductivity components constitute the relative compo-
site conductivity, as formulated in eqn (16).

srel,comp = srel,SP1 + l�srel,SP2 + srel,comp-part,Rint, (16)

where the multiplication of srel,SP2 with l accounts for the lower
intrinsic conductivity of SP2 with respect to SP1. The three parts

Fig. 3 (a) Visualization of the assumptions associated with the Xu model
for a simple composite material, and (b) visualization of the microstructure
scenario related to the combined Xu model, which predicts the effective
conductivity for a more complex material with an insulating pore-phase.
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are illustrated in Fig. 4 for a simplified and artificial micro-
structure scenario with separate pathways. In real microstruc-
tures, the phases are linked in a much more complex way and
therefore, the composite conductivity part can only be estimated
by determining the difference between the total composite con-
ductivity and the sum of the single-phase conductivities. (Note:
the values for composite and single-phase conductivity can be
determined with numerical transport simulation, using 3D micro-
structure data as input, as will be demonstrated in the results
section.) Furthermore, as illustrated in Fig. 4 (blue), the composite
conductivity part srel,comp-part,Rint can in general include an inter-
face resistance for charge transfer between SP1 and SP2.

The breakdown of the relative composite conductivity into
these three parts is the basis for the MST model to predict the
relative composite conductivity reported in eqn (17). Thereby,
the formulation of the contributions of the single-phase con-
ductivities is straightforward and can be directly used as stated
in eqn (16):

sMST
rel,comp = srel,SP1 + l�srel,SP2 + sMST

rel,comp-part,Rint, (17)

where sMST
rel,comp is the predicted relative composite conductivity.

The relative single-phase conductivities srel,SP1 and srel,SP2 are
determined numerically according to eqn (2) (see also Marmet
et al.16). For the composite conductivity part sMST

rel,comp-part,Rint,
there is no obvious or unique expression. In our model, we
chose the difference between the relative conductivities (i.e.,
M-factors) of the total and the single solid phases (srel,SPtot �
(srel,SP1 + srel,SP2)) as the main measure for the composite
conductivity effect. Moreover, the composite conductivity effect
obviously scales with l. However, a simple multiplication does
not provide an appropriate prediction. Therefore, a fitting
factor a is used for the exponent of l, which needs to be fitted
to numerical results according to eqn (4) for an appropriate
microstructure dataset (see also Section 3.3). For the case of
negligible interface resistance (i.e., n - 0 according to the

definition in eqn (21), the prediction for the composite con-
ductivity part reads

sMST,n-0
rel,comp-part,Rint = sMST

rel,comp-part = la�(srel,SPtot � (srel,SP1 + srel,SP2)),
(18)

where srel,SP1 and srel,SP2 are the relative single-phase conduc-
tivities of the isolated SP1 and SP2, and srel,SPtot is the relative
conductivity of the total solid-phase (representing the scenario
that SP1 and SP2 both contribute to transport of the same
species, with the same intrinsic transport properties).

The expression for composite conductivity needs to be
modified for material scenarios, where interface resistance
becomes relevant:

sMST
rel;comp-part;Rint ¼ rrel;I;SP1�SP2 þ

1

sMST
rel;comp-part

 !�1
(19)

Thereby, the relative interface resistivity can be approximated
as follows (see derivation in Section C.3 in the ESI†):

rrel;I;SP1�SP2 ¼
n

IAV;SP1�SP2 � 2rmaxð Þ2
; (20)

where IAV,SP1–SP2 is the volume specific interface area between
SP1 and SP2, 2rmax is a characteristic measure for the distance
between two interface resistances and i denotes eon or ion.
Moreover, the dimensionless parameter n relates the area
specific interface resistance rint to the intrinsic conductivity:

n = rint�s0,SP1 (21)

It is worth noting that the relative interface resistivity (eqn (20))
scales inversely proportional to the scale of the structure
(i.e., the coarser the structure, the less important becomes the
interface resistivity), as will be discussed in more detail in the
results section. A derivation of eqn (20) can be found in Section
C.3 in the ESI.†

Note that the MST model provides correct values for the
extreme cases of the relative composite conductivity (eqn (17):
� sMST

rel,comp = srel,SP1 for l = 0
� sMST

rel,comp = srel,SPtot for l = 1 and n = 0
� sMST

rel,comp = srel,SP1 + srel,SP2 for n - N (i.e., perfect
insulation between SP1 and SP2)

2.4 Composite conductivity in porous MIEC SOC composite
electrodes

In this section, the composite conductivity is discussed for the
specific application example of SOC electrodes consisting of
two conductive solid phases (i.e., two MIEC phases conducting
electrons and oxygen ions) and an insulating pore-phase.
Thereby, the effect of composite conductivity on the function-
ality of MIEC-based electrodes is illustrated qualitatively and
compared to conventional SOC electrodes (Section 2.4.1).
Moreover, the semi-analytical models shall be validated based
on numerical calculations on a dataset of SOC microstructures.
Thus, the corresponding methodological framework for this
validation is introduced (Section 2.4.2). Finally, the methodical
approach is critically evaluated including a discussion on

Fig. 4 Illustration of the MST model for an artificial microstructure exam-
ple, where the single-phase and composite conductivity parts can be
easily distinguished.
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limitations and the validation concept for the semi-analytical
models is presented (Section 2.4.3).

2.4.1 Comparison of basic material architectures for SOC
electrodes (with/without composite conductivity): implications
for microstructure optimization. Solid oxide cell (SOC) techno-
logy is a promising solution for the efficient use of renewable
fuels or natural gas for decentralized heat and power genera-
tion in the solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) mode. Moreover, it is an
important option for conversion and storage of renewable
energy (power-to-gas) in the solid oxide electrolyses cell (SOEC)
mode. However, there are still issues especially concerning
the degradation behavior and lifetime, which calls for the
development of alternative material systems. For example,
the most commonly used anode material in SOFCs is nickel-
yttria-stabilized zirconia (Ni–YSZ, see also Table 1), which
shows various types of degradation phenomena9,30 including
Ni coarsening,31 carbon coking,32–34 sulfur poisoning35 and
mechanical damage caused by redox cycling.36 Moreover, the
charge transport is limited to separate phases: electrons are
only transported in the Ni-phase and oxygen ions only in the
YSZ-phase as illustrated in Fig. 5(a). Thus, the electrochemical
reaction (i.e., oxidation of fuel in the pores) is bound to the
three-phase boundaries (TPBs), which induces a specific micro-
structure limitation towards the electrochemical activity in
Ni–YSZ cermet anodes.

As an alternative anode concept, mixed ionic and electronic
conductive (MIEC) materials are drawing much attention.
An already well-established MIEC material system is Ni–CGO.
As illustrated in Fig. 5(b), the fuel oxidation reaction can take
place on the contiguous pore-CGO interface, i.e., the contigu-
ous double-phase boundaries (DPBs), because not only the ions
but also the electrons can pass through the CGO-phase (see
also Table 1). In addition, CGO has oxygen donor properties.
However, because ions cannot pass through the Ni-phase,
disconnected CGO-features do not contribute to the fuel oxida-
tion. In addition, bottlenecks and tortuous pathways within the
CGO-phase limit the effective ionic conductivity. Hence, this
anode has beneficial properties due to the composite electronic
conductivity of Ni and CGO. But for ions, it remains a single-
phase conducting anode. In practice, even though Ni–CGO
anodes show higher tolerance for carbon deposition41 and
sulfur poisoning42 compared to Ni–YSZ, some of the issues
associated with the Ni-degradation persist in these Ni–CGO
anodes.43–45

The third alternative is perovskite–CGO composites, which
represent one of the most important material combinations for
anodes (e.g., ref. 6–9). Thereby, the Ni-phase is replaced by a
perovskite with the goal to get rid of the harmful degradation
phenomena associated with Ni. In fact, a high robustness
against carbon coking, sulfur poisoning and redox-cycling is
reported for many perovskite oxides.6 It is important to men-
tion that the intrinsic transport properties of perovskites can
vary greatly, depending on their chemical composition and
stoichiometry. For SOFC anodes, La–Sr–titanates (+/-Ni, Ca,
Co, Fe) are often used, because these perovskites show relatively
high electronic conductivity, but also some minor ionic conduc-
tivity (see Table 1). Hence, when combined with CGO, these
anodes exhibit composite conductivities for both ionic and elec-
tronic transport, in contrast to the Ni–CGO anodes. The successful
application of perovskite–CGO anodes has been frequently
reported in the literature. Typically, a perovskite backbone is
infiltrated with nano-sized CGO. In addition, in some studies a
metal catalyst is added, in order to enhance the reactivity for
fuel oxidation.8,40,46–50 As an alternative structural architecture,
perovskite–CGO composite backbones are fabricated, with or
without additional metal catalyst infiltration. This type is also
reported as a promising SOFC anode.7,9,51–54 The inclusion of
CGO in the backbone has the advantage that it increases the
ionic conductivity of the backbone, as CGO in general shows a
much higher intrinsic ionic conductivity (0.13 S cm�1) com-
pared to the available perovskites (see Table 1). The composite
conductivities (both for ions and electrons) of such perovskite–
CGO composite structures will be thoroughly studied in the
following. A more detailed discussion of perovskite materials
(especially titanates) and their application as perovskite–CGO
composite anodes is reported in Chapter 3 of the PhD thesis by
Ph. Marmet.15 Fully ceramic anodes such as titanate-CGO offer
some specific advantages compared to conventional cermet
anodes, even beyond the improved degradation behavior that
is typically associated with Ni. Ceria- and perovskite-based
phases are both mixed ionic and electronic conductors (MIEC),
which leads to very different reaction mechanisms and asso-
ciated requirements for the microstructure design compared
to, e.g., Ni–YSZ. Due to the MIEC-property of both solid phases,
the transport of neither electrons nor oxygen ions is limited to a
single phase, as illustrated in Fig. 5(c). As a consequence,
composite MIEC electrodes show composite conductivities for
electrons as well as for ions, which are typically much higher

Table 1 List of intrinsic conductivities for the used materials at a temperature of T = 850 1C

Material MIEC Intrinsic electronic conductivity (S cm�1) Intrinsic ionic conductivity (S cm�1) Ref.

Ni No s0,eon,Ni = 20 000 s0,ion,Ni = 0 37
YSZ ((ZrO2)0.92(Y2O3)0.08) No s0,eon,Ni = 0 s0,ion,YSZ = 0.07 38
CGO (Ce0.9Gd0.1O1.95�d) Yes s0,eon,CGO = 1.83 s0,ion,CGO = 0.13 39
LSTN (La0.3Sr0.55Ti0.95Ni0.05O3�d) Yes s0,eon,LSTN = 18.3 s0,ion,LSTN = 0.013 7 and 40
Perovskite 1a Yes s0,eon,Per1 = 18.3 s0,ion,Per1 = 0.065 —
Perovskite 2b Yes s0,eon,Per2 = 18.3 s0,ion,Per2 = 0.0013 —

a Hypothetical MIEC perovskite with the same electronic conductivity as LSTN and with relatively high ionic conductivity (half the value of CGO)
and. b Hypothetical MIEC perovskite with the same electronic conductivity as LSTN and with relatively low ionic conductivity (factor 10 lower than
LSTN) used for the validation of the composite conductivity models only.
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than the (hypothetical) single-phase conductivities of the same
microstructure (i.e., assuming the same phase morphologies,
but with different intrinsic transport properties, as shown in
Fig. 5). In composite MIEC anodes, the charge carriers can
reach the reaction sites even when the volume fraction of one or
even both MIEC-phases is below the percolation threshold,
because the missing single-phase contiguity is automatically
bridged by the second MIEC-phase. The MIEC properties thus
open a much larger design space for microstructure optimiza-
tion of composite electrodes.

2.4.2 Reference dataset based on SOFC microstructures.
The effects of composite conductivity shall be discussed for the
specific example of MIEC-based SOC electrodes at a quantita-
tive level. Moreover, the semi-analytical models shall be vali-
dated based on numerical calculations on a dataset of SOFC
microstructures. For this purpose, the composite conductivities
of MIEC-based anodes are systematically investigated based on
a dataset of a virtual structure variation of a perovskite–CGO
ceramic composite that was presented in a previous publication
(Marmet et al.10,55). The methodological framework of the
approach is illustrated in Fig. 6. In this previous study, a large
number of 3D microstructures, representing systematic com-
positional variations of composite anodes, were created by
stochastic microstructure modeling. The underlying stochastic
model was fitted to experimental data from FIB-SEM tomogra-
phy acquired for LSTN–CGO anodes. For the fitting of the
stochastic model, digital microstructure twins of the tomogra-
phy data were created using a pluri-Gaussian method (PGM).
By interpolation between and extrapolation beyond the

compositions of the digital twins, the stochastic model then
allowed us to create 150 3D microstructures with different
compositions and porosities, but with realistic microstructure
properties (see also Marmet et al.10). The real and subsequently
the virtual 3D structures are then characterized quantitatively
by means of image analysis and numerical simulations.
A standardized and automated microstructure characterization
tool has been developed (see Marmet et al.16), which enables
the fast determination of an extensive set of microstructure
properties relevant for SOC electrodes. The numerical results
for the composite conductivity using specific intrinsic proper-
ties of LSTN and CGO (see also Table 1) are discussed for a
subset of this dataset in the results Section 3.1.

The determined microstructure properties can also serve as
an input for multiphysics electrode models to predict the
impact of the microstructure variation on the electrode perfor-
mance (see also Marmet et al.56,58). This model-based perfor-
mance prediction enables one to establish the relationship
between fabrication parameters, material choice, microstructure
properties and cell-performance and thus to provide design guide-
lines for the fabrication of electrodes with improved performance,
as illustrated in Fig. 6. Such a detailed study was reported in
Marmet et al.56 and in the PhD-thesis by Ph. Marmet15 (Sections 9
and 10) including a thorough consideration of additional effects
like gas transport in pores and reaction kinetics calibrated to
dedicated experiments. However, such an extensive study is out of
scope of the current publication. Hence, a simple analytical model
will be used in the results Section 3.2 to demonstrate the impact of
the composite conductivity on the performance of solid oxide fuel

Fig. 5 Illustration of charge carrier pathways for electrons in the solid phases and locations of fuel oxidation (highlighted in orange) in composite SOFC
anodes. Three hypothetical scenarios are assumed based on different material properties for the same microstructure: (a) conventional Ni–YSZ anode
with isolated conduction of electrons in the Ni-phase and ions in the YSZ-phase, resulting in a hard restriction of percolation threshold (i.e., no transport
via isolated islands). The reaction (Rxn) can only take place at locations to and from where all three species (electrons, ions and fuel/gas) can be
transported. In Ni–YSZ anodes the reaction is thus limited to the three-phase boundaries (orange dots). (b) Ni–CGO anode: as CGO is a mixed ionic and
electronic conductor (MIEC), electrons can be transported in CGO as well as in the Ni-phase, resulting in potential reaction sites on the entire CGO-pore
interface area (marked in orange). However, the ionic transport is limited to the CGO-phase. Thus, bottlenecks in the CGO-phase network are limiting
the effective ionic conductivity. Furthermore, the surface of de-connected CGO islands does not contribute to the reaction. (c) In a perovskite (Prv)-CGO
anode (where both phases have MIEC properties), the ions are predominantly transported in the CGO-phase due to its higher intrinsic ionic conductivity.
However, despite its relatively low ionic conductivity, the perovskite-phase is able to bridge islands, bottlenecks and tortuous pathways in the CGO-
phase network, which can lead to a significantly enhanced ionic composite conductivity. Moreover, since the CGO-islands are connected via the
perovskite-phase, these islands can still contribute to the oxidation reaction, which is a significant advantage over Ni–CGO anodes.
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cell (SOFC) electrodes in a qualitative way, including a comparison
to conventional electrodes. Thereby, the characterized microstruc-
ture properties, namely the phase volume fractions, the ionic and
electronic composite conductivities and the interface properties
(i.e., TPB density and volume specific interface areas), are used as
model inputs (see also Fig. 6).

Furthermore, this dataset is also used for the validation of
the semi-analytical models for composite conductivity. Thereby,
the phase volume fractions and the relative single-phase conduc-
tivity (or M-factor) of the total solid-phase are used as model
inputs for the Maxwell and the Xu model. For the MST-model, the
relative single-phase conductivities of the individual solid phases
are additional model inputs (see also Fig. 6). The results of the
semi-analytical models can then be compared and validated
against the numerical results of the composite conductivity for
specific conductivity ratio l of the intrinsic conductivities. It must
be emphasized that the numerical calculations need to be
repeated for every conductivity ratio l of interest, which is
computationally demanding. In contrast, the semi-analytical
models can predict the composite conductivity for arbitrary l
without the need of numerical re-calculation.

Note that the terms anode and cathode are used in this
paper referring to an SOFC. However, these terms can equally
be associated with fuel electrodes and air electrodes including
the applications for SOEC, even if it is not explicitly mentioned
further on. Moreover, the methodologies presented for MIEC-
based SOFC anodes can equally be used for MIEC-based SOFC
cathodes as, e.g., LSCF–CGO with single-phase electronic and
composite ionic conductivity (note that CGO conducts only
oxygen ions and not electrons under cathodic conditions).

2.4.3 Critical evaluation of the methodical approach and
validation. To justify our methodical approach, which is based
on the application of various models, we have to reconsider the
aim of the paper, which is basically two-fold: (a) provide (semi-)
analytical models that are capable of predicting composite
conductivity for a wide range of microstructures and for differ-
ent material scenarios (i.e., for material combinations with
different intrinsic conductivities) and (b) illustrate the impact
of composite conductivity (i.e., variation of microstructure and
intrinsic conductivities) on the resulting performance of SOFC
electrodes. This part intends to give some real-world examples,
although the approach is purely model based. Nevertheless, it

Fig. 6 Overview of digital material design (DMD) methodologies for model-based optimization of SOC electrodes (and illustration of data flow in the
present study). The field with yellow background (top right) marks the methodologies and the data flow used in this paper for prediction/validation of
composite conductivity and electrode performance. A set of virtual 3D structures from stochastic modelling (in a previous study10) was extensively
characterized with image analysis and with numerical transport simulation (see the ‘microstructure characterization’-box in the center). The light blue
boxes represent output from microstructure characterization (i.e., microstructure characteristics and effective/relative conductivities), which are used as
input for various models (to predict composite conductivity as well as electrode performance). Furthermore, the numerically determined composite
conductivities (green box) are used in the present study for validation of the semi-analytical models. The other methodological modules of the DMD
workflow are described in great detail in separate papers, such as the module including material processing and cell fabrication (see Burnat et al.7,57), the
modules for imaging and standardized microstructure characterization (Marmet et al.16 and Holzer et al.18), the module of stochastic geometry modeling
and associated realization of digital twins (Marmet et al.10), and the module for performance prediction with a multiphysics electrode model (Marmet
et al.56,58). A detailed description of the entire DMD workflow, including all the different modules, is also given in the PhD thesis of Ph. Marmet.15
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must be emphasized that the paper is clearly not an experi-
mental study on SOFC electrodes.

The methodological approach can be summarized as follows:
composite conductivities are predicted with semi-analytical
models, which are derived partly by the authors and partly
from the literature. The predicted composite conductivities are
compared with the results from numerical simulations. For this
purpose, a set of 150 virtual 3D structures with two solid-phases
and a pore-phase are created with stochastic geometry model-
ling. This stochastic model was developed in a previous study
(Marmet et al.10). In this way, a wide range of microstructures
can be covered, representing hypothetical but realistic SOFC
electrode microstructures. Furthermore, different material
scenarios can be simulated by attributing hypothetical but
realistic phase compositions (e.g., Ni–YSZ, Ni–CGO, LSTN–
CGO, hypothetical perovskite(s)-CGO) to the two solid phases.
Hence, the attributed material combinations are covering
a wide range of intrinsic conductivities, which are listed in
Table 1.

Validation of semi-analytical models (a): the validation of
semi-analytical models for the prediction of composite con-
ductivity is presented with the following three steps:

(1) A suitable reference dataset for validation needs to be
used. The use of an experimental dataset is not feasible because
of the needed large amount of data. Hence, our large dataset of
virtual SOFC electrodes is an ideal basis for the validation.
Moreover, the numerical model solving the Laplace equation is
exactly consistent with the underlying assumptions of the semi-
analytical models, without any additional side-effects. Note that
the numerical calculation on the voxel grid based on the finite
element method is very accurate and reliable. This has been
shown in numerous studies using tomography data as struc-
tural input (Holzer et al.18). Hence the comparison of composite
conductivities predicted with the analytical model vs. numer-
ical simulation can be considered as a reasonable (model
based) validation, which does not require further experimental
validation.

(2) Moreover, the accuracy of the semi-analytical models also
depends on the structure type (see also Section 3.3). Hence, the
validation needs to be performed for the specific structure type
of interest. This is ensured in the current study by using
microstructures generated with a stochastic model, which was
fitted to real SOFC microstructures.

(3) To justify the use of the models for prediction (and
validation) of composite conductivity, the underlying model
assumptions need to be a reasonable approximation for the
specific applications of interest. The discussed models (numer-
ical as well as semi-analytical) are restricted to effects of simple
conduction described by the Laplace equation. Especially, the
following effects are not considered:
� The effects of grain boundaries within the same phase are

not included for all the models. However, for the MST-model, a
resistance can be introduced at the interfaces of the two solid
phases.
� Drift–diffusion phenomena are not considered. However,

as drift and diffusion are restricted by the same microstructure

obstacles, the presented models still provide good approxima-
tions for this case.
� The effect of space charge regions that might develop at

the interfaces between the two solid phases is not considered.
For the application for SOC electrodes, it must be empha-

sized that the charge transport in MIECs is governed by drift
and diffusion, which can, e.g., be modelled by the Nernst
Planck Poisson equation (see, e.g., Marmet et al.58). However,
to the best of our knowledge, there are no studies available yet
about the exact mechanisms of the drift diffusion transport in
perovskite–CGO composites. For example, it is not clear if there
is a significant interface resistance between the perovskite- and
CGO-phase. Consequently, no interface resistance is consid-
ered in the current study. Moreover, the approach of using a
lumped description for the microstructure effects of drift and
diffusion seems to be appropriate in the sense that drift and
diffusion are both limited by the same microstructure obsta-
cles. Furthermore, the effect of the grain boundaries can be
neglected for the high reference temperature of T = 850 1C used
in this work, where volume transport is dominant. In summary,
the presented models for composite conductivity are a reason-
able approximation for MIEC-based SOC electrodes, even if the
simplifications are significant. Hence, the focus of the pre-
sented models is to incorporate the microstructure effects of
porous composites for the prediction of the composite con-
ductivity, while further research is needed to incorporate all
possible effects in detail.

Validation of the performance prediction (b): it must be
emphasized that Section 3.2 dealing with electrode perfor-
mance is presented as an example, which illustrates how
semi-analytical models for composite conductivity can be used
by material engineers for efficient screening of microstructure
effects. This illustration can be done with relatively simple and
well established analytical models for performance prediction
(adapted from Adler et al.59). However, the present study is by
no means a detailed investigation on material and microstruc-
ture optimization. In such a study the precise prediction of
electrode performance would be more critical. Hence, consid-
ering the illustrative aspect of the performance prediction in
the present study, the lack of an extensive experimental valida-
tion of the electrode model can be justified. However, a detailed
study including predictions of absolute electrode performance
for a similar material system (i.e., LSCT-CGO) can be found in
Marmet et al.56 and in the PhD-thesis by Ph. Marmet15 (Sections
9 and 10).

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Quantitative example for composite conductivity in
titanate-CGO anodes

In this section, a quantitative example of composite conductiv-
ity is provided for MIEC-based SOFC anodes. In a porous
composite with two MIEC phases like LSTN–CGO (illustrated
in Fig. 5(c)), electrons and ions can be transported in both
phases. Hence, the composite conductivity defined in eqn (4)
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needs to be distinguished for an electronic and ionic composite
conductivity:

seff,ion,comp = srel,ion,comp�s0,ion,SP1 (22)

seff,eon,comp = srel,eon,comp�s0,eon,SP2, (23)

where seff,ion,comp and seff,eon,comp are the effective ionic and
electronic composite conductivities, s0,ion,SP1 is the intrinsic
ionic conductivity of the solid-phase 1 (SP1) with higher ionic
conductivity (i.e., CGO) and s0,eon,SP2 is the intrinsic electronic
conductivity of the solid-phase 2 (SP2) with higher intrinsic
electronic conductivity (i.e., titanate). The ratios of the intrinsic
ionic and electronic conductivities of the two solid phases are
thereby defined as follows:

lion ¼
s0;ion;SP2
s0;ion;SP1

; (24)

with s0,ion,SP1 4 s0,ion,SP2 and

leon ¼
s0;eon;SP1
s0;eon;SP2

; (25)

with s0,eon,SP2 4 s0,eon,SP1. According to this definition, the
intrinsic conductivity ratios are always lion r 1 and leon r 1.

The composite conductivity effects shall be further illu-
strated using a subset of the data presented in a previous
publication (Marmet et al.10), consisting of virtual but realistic
PGM structures constructed on the basis of three digital
microstructure twins fitted to real tomography data of LSTN–
CGO electrodes. The data subset is obtained by fixing the
composition to LSTN : CGO = 70 : 30 (i.e., constant relative
phase volume fractions), while still varying the total solid
volume fraction (or porosity, respectively), as illustrated in
Fig. 7(a). Even though both phases can transport electrons
and ions, the intrinsic conductivities of the titanate and CGO
are very different as listed in Table 1. Note that a reference
temperature of 850 1C is used for the material properties
because this is the typical operating temperature of the electro-
lyte supported SOFC system of our industrial partner Hexis.
A relevant amount of research work related to the Hexis system
using this reference temperature is reported in the litera-
ture.7,8,49,56,58,60–66 Moreover, there are numerous additional
research results reported at T = 850 1C (e.g., ref. 47, 50 and
67–70) or slightly below at T = 800 1C (e.g., ref. 9, 45, 53, 54 and
71–73) in the literature using CGO-based SOFC electrodes.
Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning that ceria (especially
CGO) is also a typical material used for intermediate tempera-
ture SOFCs (see e.g., ref. 39 and 74–76) in an operating
temperature range of 500–750 1C (as defined by Steele74).
However, the properties of titanates vary widely and precise
experimental data are rare. For currently available titanates,40

the intrinsic electronic conductivity is about one order of
magnitude higher than the intrinsic electronic conductivity of
CGO for an operating temperature of 850 1C. In contrast the
intrinsic ionic conductivity of titanate is about one order of
magnitude lower than the intrinsic ionic conductivity of CGO.
Nevertheless, the limiting effects from the microstructure are
much weaker in composite MIEC electrodes compared to

electrodes with only single-phase conductivity (e.g., Ni–YSZ
cermets, see discussion in Section 2.4.1 in context with Fig. 5).
For each 3D microstructure in Fig. 7(a), the resulting composite
and single-phase conductivities are determined with numerical
simulation, using the intrinsic transport properties from Table 1.
As a result, the contributions of single-phase conductivities to the
total composite conductivity can be determined. The effective
composite conductivities (for electrons as well as for ions) with
two MIECs are much higher than the (hypothetical) single-phase
conductivities of the same microstructure, as shown in Fig. 7(b)
and (c). As a concrete example, we select a fixed value for the total
solid-phase volume fraction ftot = 70% in Fig. 7(b) to illustrate
different contributions to the relative ionic composite conductiv-
ity. The contribution from the relative single-phase ionic conduc-
tivity of CGO (green) is very low (srel,CGO = 0.010). In contrast, the
relative single-phase conductivity of the titanate-phase (red) would
be considerably higher (srel,LSTN = 0.268). However, because the
intrinsic ionic conductivity of the titanate is one order of magni-
tude lower than that of CGO, the true contribution of the isolated
titanate-phase is 10 times smaller (i.e., 0.027). Hence, we still have
a missing part of 0.077 to the total ionic composite conductivity
srel,ion,comp = 0.115. This difference between the ionic composite
conductivity and the sum of the single-phase ionic conductivities
from CGO and titanate can be interpreted as the composite
conductivity effect. Compared to the hypothetical single-phase
conductivity of CGO, the ionic composite conductivity is 12 times
higher (see Fig. 7(b), blue vs. green lines). The composite con-
ductivity effects due to MIEC properties can be explained by
different transport pathways (compared to single-phase trans-
port), which are shown in Fig. 5(b) and (c), respectively. CGO-
particles that would otherwise (i.e., in materials with single-phase
conductivity) be disconnected from the main CGO-phase network
(Fig. 5(b)) are now connected over the titanate-phase (resulting in
higher effective volume fraction). Furthermore, the bottlenecks in
the CGO-phase are less restrictive for ion transport because these
bottlenecks can be by-passed via pathways through the neighbor-
ing titanate-phase (resulting in higher constrictivity). Finally, the
ionic charge-carriers do not need to detour the obstacles repre-
sented by the titanate-phase but can directly cross these obstacles.
Therefore, the bridging effects in MIEC composites also result in
shorter pathways for composite conduction (i.e., lower tortuosity).
In the introduction it was shown that the three main effects from
microstructure limiting charge transport in solids (see eqn (3))
are associated with narrow bottlenecks (small constrictivity),
increased transport pathlengths (high tortuosity) and low effective
phase volume fraction (e.g., due to the formation of disconnected
islands). As illustrated in Fig. 5, these three limiting effects are
decreased in MIEC materials with composite conductivity, which
explains the specific composite conductivity component that is
detected in the quantitative data (Fig. 7, magenta).

In a scenario with constant composition (e.g., 70% titanate,
30% CGO), the composite conductivity effect is particularly
important for compensating the transport limitations in the
phase with the lower volume fraction, as illustrated in section A
of the ESI.† The charge carriers can reach the reaction sites
even when the single-phase volume fraction(s) is/are below the
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percolation threshold, or when islands are formed, which is
more probable for the minor phase. As shown in Fig. 7(b), the
CGO-phase only percolates for ftot 4 45%, but already for total
volume fractions below this percolation threshold, the compo-
site conductivity effect (magenta) contributes significantly to
the total (ionic) conductivity due to the bridging effect. When
comparing ionic and electronic conductivities for the same
microstructure scenario, the resulting composite conductivities
show very different behavior, due to the different intrinsic
conductivities (see Table 1). For the electronic composite con-
ductivity reported in Fig. 7(c), the CGO-phase does not provide
any remarkable single-phase contribution (green) to the total
conductivity, because of its lower volume fraction and its lower
intrinsic electronic conductivity, compared to LSTN. There is
thus only a moderate composite conductivity effect (magenta),
which supports the electronic charge transport in the titanate-
phase. Hence, the composite conductivity effect for electronic
transport (magenta part in Fig. 7(c)) is much smaller than for
ionic transport (magenta part in Fig. 7(b)). This difference can
be attributed to the fact that the electronic transport in the
LSTN-phase is relatively high, since it has 10 times higher
intrinsic conductivity compared to CGO, and it also represents

the larger volume fraction (70% LSTN vs. 30% CGO). Compen-
sating the electronic transport limitations in the less important
CGO-phase does not make such a big difference, which is
in contrast to the ionic transport, where CGO is the main
transporting phase.

3.2 Microstructure design regions of classical and novel SOC-
electrodes

The use of MIEC materials and the resulting composite con-
ductivity lead to very different restriction for a suitable micro-
structure design compared to the common Ni–YSZ electrodes.
Thus, the different design regions in terms of porosity
and composition shall be illustrated for Ni–YSZ, Ni–CGO and
LSTN–CGO composites. However, a quantitative description of
the electrode performance requires sophisticated multiphysics
electrode models including gas species transport and reaction
kinetics with experimental calibration on specific material
systems, as, e.g., reported in Marmet et al.56 and in the PhD-
thesis of Ph. Marmet15 (Sections 9 and 10). While such complex
models are out of scope of this publication, qualitative figures
of merit for the electrode performances associated with the
simulated microstructure variations can be estimated with a

Fig. 7 (a) Virtual structures of ceramic anodes with constant solid-phase composition (i.e., 70% LSTN and 30% CGO), but with increasing total solid
volume fractions (ftot) from left to right (and with decreasing porosity). (b) Illustration of the three contributions, which constitute the total ionic
composite conductivity in MIEC anodes with varying porosity. These contributions are the effective ionic conductivities of isolated LSTN (red) and
isolated CGO-phases (green). In addition, there is a specific composite contribution (magenta), which originates from the fact that obstacles to ionic
transport (e.g., bottlenecks and dead ends) in one phase can be by-passed by ionic transport through the other phase. Note that the contribution from
LSTN must be weighted by 0.1, because its intrinsic ionic conductivity is 10 times smaller compared to CGO. (c) Vice versa for the electronic composite
conductivity: In this case, the isolated CGO-part (green) has only an inferior contribution to the sum of single-phase conduction (black) due to the
combined effect from low intrinsic electronic conductivity and low volume fraction of CGO in these anode microstructures. Hence, single-phase
conduction in the LSTN-phase (red) represents the main contribution to the total electronic conduction. Nevertheless, there is also a considerable
contribution associated with the composite conductivity effect (magenta). However, in these anodes the composite contribution is much larger for ionic
than for electronic conduction, as illustrated by the different magnitudes of magenta contributions in (b) and (c).
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simplified approach according to the analytical model pre-
sented by Adler et al.,59 as already discussed in a previous
publication in this journal.10 Note that this estimate is formu-
lated for the case that the transport of gas species and the
transport of electrons are not limiting (see also Marmet et al.10

for a more detailed discussion). Moreover, the microstructures
of the LSTN–CGO data set are also used to illustrate the effects
for Ni–YSZ (using the LSTN-phase for the Ni-phase and the
CGO-phase for the YSZ-phase) and Ni–CGO (using the LSTN-
phase for the Ni-phase). Hence, the effect of the different
materials can be discussed for the same microstructure scenar-
ios. For each 3D microstructure (from stochastic modeling), the
relative conductivities (single-phase and composite) and the
relevant microstructure characteristics (TPB-lengths and inter-
face areas) were then computed by numerical transport simula-
tion and by quantitative image analysis, respectively. All these
microstructure properties used for the figures of merit were
reported and discussed in a previous publication (Marmet
et al.10) in this journal. The figures of merit for the three
composites according to this approach are presented in the
following.

Figure of merit for Ni–YSZ:

ASRNi�YSZ
�1 /

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
srel;SP1 � LV;TPB;cont

p
; (26)

where srel,SP1 is the relative ionic single-phase conductivity
of the YSZ-phase (alias CGO) and LV,TPB,cont is the active
(contiguous), volume-specific three-phase boundary length.

Figure of merit for Ni–CGO

ASRNi�CGO
�1 /

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
srel;SP1 � IAV;pore�CGO;cont

p
; (27)

where srel,SP1 is the relative ionic single-phase conductivity of
the CGO-phase and IAV,pore–CGO,cont is the contiguous portion of
the volume specific pore-CGO interface area (i.e., the contig-
uous DPBs), which is considered as the active reaction site for
fuel oxidation.

Figure of merit for LSTN–CGO:

ASRLSTN�CGO
�1 /

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
srel;ion;comp � IAV;pore�CGO

p
; (28)

where srel,ion,comp is the relative ionic composite conductivity
and IAV,pore–CGO is the volume specific pore-CGO interface area
(i.e., the DPBs) including CGO-islands. The latter is considered
as the active reaction site for fuel oxidation because CGO-
islands are connected by the LSTN-phase, which can also
conduct oxygen ions. However, even if the pore-CGO interface
area is considered to be the most relevant microstructure
feature for the reaction kinetics,7–9 there might be additional
contributions from reactions at the TPBs and/or at the pore-
LSTN interface,7 which are not considered here.

The figures of merit are reported in Fig. 8 as a function of
porosity and composition for the three composite electrodes.
The ASR�1-values are normalized to values between 0 and 100.
The red regions correspond to performance values below
5% with respect to the highest possible performance and

can thus be considered as non-functional. The regions above
50% highlighted in green can be considered as the main
design regions for the corresponding type of composite
electrode.

The Ni–YSZ system exhibits red zones on both ends of the
compositional variation, as the three-phase boundary length
vanishes for pure YSZ- and for pure Ni-electrodes. Moreover,
low YSZ-contents lead to an insufficient ionic single-phase
conductivity due to the percolation loss of the YSZ-phase. For
the Ni–CGO system, the same restriction applies for the ionic
conductivity of the CGO-phase, which is the only phase with
ionic conductivity in this type of electrode. However, as the fuel
oxidation reaction takes place on the entire pore-CGO interface
area (i.e., not limited to TPB), there is no limitation of reaction
sites towards high CGO-contents (in contrast to Ni–YSZ).
In fact, the performance increases towards 100% CGO because
of the increasing pore-CGO interface area. For the titanate-CGO
composite, almost the entire compositional space covered in
this study belongs to the potential design space. The perfor-
mance is only dropping into the red range for low CGO-
contents, because of the vanishing pore-CGO surface area (note
that for certain perovskites and especially for the case of
additional catalyst impregnation,8,46,48,54,70 also the pore-
perovskite interface area might be active for the fuel oxidation,
which must be then considered in the computation of perfor-
mance and figure of merit). Most importantly, the green and
the yellow zones are significantly larger in LSTN–CGO anodes
compared to the other two anode material systems. It must be
emphasized that this larger microstructure design-space not
only opens new possibilities for the design of well performing
electrodes, but it also documents a certain tolerance (and
associated robustness) for eventual deviations from the optimal
design-points, which can originate from variations in the manu-
facturing process and/or from microstructure degradation (e.g.,
reduction of porosity and active surface area upon coarsening/
grain growth). Hence, this example illustrates the benefits of
novel anode material concepts based on MIEC materials, which
are largely due to (ionic) composite conductivity.

3.3 Validation of the models predicting the composite
conductivity

The studies presented in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 based on the
virtual microstructure variation using stochastic modeling and
numerical characterization allow for accurate studies of the
composite conductivities. However, this approach is quite time
consuming and computationally expensive. Especially, the cal-
culations need to be repeated for every conductivity ratio l of
interest and for every 3D microstructure. For the present study,
54 microstructures (i.e., a subset of the 150 microstructures, as
the variation with respect to composition and porosity is rather
smooth) with 5 l-values (see Table 2) were studied, which
results in a total number of 270 composite conductivity values
determined by numerical simulations. Thus, semi-analytical
models for the prediction of the composite conductivity are
useful for a fast and efficient screening of potential material
systems. Hence, the three models to predict the composite
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conductivity (based on the Maxwell, Xu and MST models)
introduced in Section 2.3 are tested in this section for different
microstructure datasets.

The predictive capabilities of the three models are analysed
with statistical methods, i.e., by comparison with the results
from numerical transport simulations. Thereby, we consider
the relative error in percent between predicted and simulated
relative composite conductivities, which is given by the so-
called mean absolute percentage error (MAPE)17 as reported

in eqn (29):

MAPE ~ssimrel ;~s
pred
rel

� �
¼ 1

n

Xn
i¼1

ssimrel;i � spredrel;i




 



ssimrel;i

� 100%; (29)

where ~ssimrel ¼ ssimrel;1; . . . ; ssimrel;n
� �

is a vector of simulated relative

composite conductivities using GeoDict1 for n microstructures

and ~spredrel ¼ spredrel;1 ; . . . ; spredrel;n

� �
is a vector of the corresponding

predicted relative composite conductivities by one of the three
models (Maxwell, Xu, MST).

First, the three models are tested for the virtual LSTN–CGO
microstructures. The characterization of the virtual microstruc-
tures by numerical simulation, which reveals the relative ionic
and electronic composite conductivities for lion = leon = 0.1
(among many other microstructure properties), was reported in
a previous publication (Marmet et al.10). These results are
already used as a basis for the studies reported in Sections
3.1 and 3.2. Composite conductivities with further conductivity
ratios l are additionally calculated using the same methods
as reported in Marmet et al.16,77 (i.e., numerical transport

Table 2 Mean absolute percentage errors (MAPEs) for the different
models and different conductivity ratios l for the 54 virtual microstructures
from stochastic simulation representing LSTN–CGO electrodes with dif-
ferent compositions and porosities. Realistic l-values for LSTN–CGO are
typically around 0.1 for both ionic and electronic conduction

Conductivity ratio l Maxwell (%) Xu (%) MST (%) QP (%)

lion = 0.1 3.65 6.03 5.44 19.50
leon = 0.1 4.13 6.56 5.69 19.57
lion = 0.5 0.84 0.88 2.38 8.81
lion = 0.01 28.53 19.02 8.76 83.95
leon = 0.0001 692.1 65.82 53.8 1371

Fig. 8 Figures of merit illustrate the electrode performance (i.e., 1/ASR), which is estimated here with specific physical electrode models that are capable
of accounting for the different intrinsic material properties as well as for the variation of composition and associated microstructure properties
(i.e., varying effective ionic conductivity and active surface area and TPB, respectively). For simplification, it is assumed that the transport of gas species
and the transport of electrons is not limiting. The corresponding contour plots are shown as a function of the total solid volume fraction ftot (i.e., 100% –
porosity, respectively) and the relative volume fraction fSP1,rel (CGO or YSZ, respectively). The three anode scenarios represent the following material
concepts: (a) Ni–YSZ electrode (TPB active), (b) Ni–CGO electrode (surface active with ionic single-phase conductivity), and (c) LSTN–CGO electrode
(surface active with ionic composite conductivity). Note that the data are normalized to values between 0 and 100. Also note that the morphological/
geometric properties for a given couple of ftot and fSP1,rel are identical for all three material concepts. The differences in the performance are caused by
(1) different intrinsic material properties, (2) different effective properties (e.g., composite conductivity), and (3) different reaction pathways. It should be
noted that the effective properties (2) are depending on the intrinsic properties (1), and that the reaction pathways (3) are themselves strongly depending
on the effective properties (2).
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simulation) and the simulated and predicted conductivities are
then compared with each other. An overview of the resulting
MAPEs for the different models and conductivity ratios l is
provided in Table 2. A detailed presentation and discussion of
these tests can be found in the ESI,† Sections D.1–D.3. In the
following section we only present a short summary.

In Fig. 9, the scatter plots are reported for (a) the Maxwell
model, (b) the Xu model and (c) the MST model using a
conductivity ratio lion = 0.1. All three models show a very good
agreement with respect to the numerical simulations. The
MAPE of the Maxwell model is slightly lower compared to the
Xu and MST model, but within the same order of magnitude.
Note that the Maxwell model shows larger deviations compared
to the Xu model for similar volume fractions of the two solid
phases (see Section D.1.1 in the ESI†), where the model-
assumption of isolated spheres is considerably violated. In
contrast, for low total solid volume fractions and for composi-
tions with very different phase volume fractions of SP1 und SP2,
the prediction of the Xu model is worse compared to the
Maxwell model, because the assumption of two percolating
solid phases does not hold in these compositional regions (see
Section D.2.1 in the ESI†). For the MST model, the exponent a
in eqn (18) needs to be fitted. A fixed exponent a = 0.6 (obtained
by manual fitting) provides good prediction qualities for all the
data used in this work. As a reference, the results of the simple
QP model are reported in Fig. 9(d) and 10(d). The error of the
QP model (MAPE = 19.5% for l = 0.1 and 83.95% for l = 0.01) is
approximately 4 times larger compared to the semi-analytical
models (MAPE = 3–6% for l = 0.1 and 8–29% for l = 0.01). The
prediction errors for the QP model are particularly large for low
relative composite conductivities, where the influence of the
microstructure morphology is especially large.

The predictions with the three models are also tested for
further conductivity ratios l = 0.5, 0.01, and 0.0001 as summar-
ized in Table 2. The scatter plots for lion = 0.01 are presented
in Fig. 10 for the models (Maxwell, Xu, MST, QP). The main
findings are:
� Comparing results for lion = 0.5 vs. lion = 0.1: For the

Maxwell and Xu models, the MAPE o 1% is considerably
smaller compared to lion = 0.1. This is probably because the
inherent relative conductivity (M-factor) of the total solid-phase
is already a good approximation of the total composite con-
ductivity, since the intrinsic conductivities of the two solid
phases are quite close to each other (for lion = 0.5). The same
tendency can also be observed, but to a lower extent, for the
MST and the QP model.
� The differences in prediction power among the models are

becoming more apparent when lowering the conductivity
ratios. For lion = 0.01 (see also Fig. 10), the MST model still
shows a good prediction performance with a MAPE = 8.76%,
while the deviations with the Maxwell model (MAPE = 28.53%)
and the Xu model (MAPE = 19.02%) are already quite large. The
simple QP model shows a poor performance with a MAPE =
83.95%.
� For lion = 0.0001, the Maxwell model (MAPE = 692.1%) and

the QP model (MAPE = 1371%) are no more capable of

describing the data appropriately, while the Xu model still
provides a reasonable estimation (MAPE = 65.82%). However,
there are large prediction errors around the percolation thresh-
olds of the single solid-phases for the Xu model, which are
visible in the corresponding scatter plots presented in Section
D.2.2 in the ESI† (Fig. S15). The best prediction is again
achieved with the MST model (MAPE = 53.8%).

In summary, the MST model shows similar prediction errors
for l Z 0.1 but performs considerably better for l o 0.1
compared to the Maxwell and Xu models, because the geome-
trical details of the single phases are captured better due to the
inclusion of the relative conductivities (M-factors) of the single
phases. This comes at the cost of additional computational
expenses for the characterization of the single phases and an
additional fit-factor (a). The three semi-analytical (Maxwell, Xu,
MST) models clearly outperform the QP model. Nevertheless,
the QP model can still be useful as a fast initial guess, as it does
not need any geometrical input parameters.

In order to check the sensitivity of the three semi-analytical
models with respect to the type of microstructure and to
evaluate the corresponding prediction power, these models
are tested for two further datasets from stochastic modeling,
representing pure PGM and sphere-packing structures. The
dataset of pure PGM structures was presented in a previous
publication (Marmet et al.10). In contrast to the PGM dataset
that is fitted to real LSTN–CGO anodes (see Fig. 7), a neutral
wetting behavior of the solid phases and no modifications by
morphological operations were used for the realization of the
pure PGM structure. Apart from that, the two PGM structure
types are quite similar. As presented in Table 3, the MAPEs for
the predictions are very similar for the pure PGM dataset
compared to the LSTN–CGO dataset (Table 2). This confirms
a certain robustness of the prediction models (i.e., consistency
of prediction power) when varying the type of microstructure
moderately. Further details are reported in section D.4.1 in the
ESI.† More interesting is the comparison with the dataset of 65
virtual sphere-packing structures with different compositions
and porosities, shown in Section D.4.2 (Fig. S24) in the ESI.†
These sphere-packing structures represent a very different type
of microstructure, which are characterized by much more
pronounced bottlenecks within the solid-phase networks, com-
pared to the LSTN–CGO and pure PGM datasets. The MAPEs for
the prediction of relative ionic composite conductivity are
reported in Table 4 for the three prediction models and for
lion = 0.1. The MAPEs for the sphere-packing dataset are
generally by a factor of about 4 higher than the MAPEs for
the predictions for the PGM structures (i.e., the LSTN–CGO
dataset, Table 2 and the pure PGM dataset, Table 3). This is
most probably a result of the pronounced bottlenecks of the
sphere-packing structures. In the sphere-packing structures,
the difference between single-phase conduction and the total
composite conduction is particularly large (i.e., there is a
strong composite conductivity effect, similar to that in
Fig. 7(b)). Consistently, the MAPE for the MST model includ-
ing information of the single solid-phases is considerably
lower than for the other two prediction models, which only
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take into account the morphology of the total solid-phase.
However, for the Maxwell and the Xu model, the predictions
systematically overestimate the relative ionic composite con-
ductivity and thus, these predictions can be improved with a
correction factor. These results for the sphere-packing struc-
tures are presented in more detail in Section D.4.2 in the ESI.†

As a summary, the prediction power of the three prediction
models is not independent of the type of microstructure.

The most reliable results can be obtained with the MST
model, especially for low l-values (see Fig. 9, 10 and
Table 2). However, the MST model is also the most expensive
one concerning the needed input parameters. Nevertheless,
all three models show a reasonable agreement with the
simulation data and the deviations are in a good range
with respect to other uncertainties like those from intrinsic
conductivities and from contact and interface resistances.

Fig. 9 Scatter plots comparing simulated vs. predicted composite conductivities, which are determined for different anode microstructures. The
simulated values (y-axis) are determined with a numerical transport model that uses the input of a 3D voxel representation of the anode microstructures.
The predicted values for the relative ionic composite conductivities (x-axis) are determined with (a) the Maxwell model, (b) the Xu model, (c) the MST
model and (d) the QP model for lion = 0.1. The microstructure variations are due to different total solid volume fractions (ftot) and different compositions
(fSP1,rel).
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Moreover, especially the predictions based on the Maxwell
and the Xu models provide a fast and inexpensive possibility
to estimate the composite conductivities of MIEC-based elec-
trodes. As an input, these models are only requiring the
composition (i.e., volume fractions of solid phases), the
porosity, the intrinsic conductivities of the solid phases,
and the relative conductivity (M-factor) of the total solid-
phase. Composition and porosity can be determined based

on 2D images. The relative conductivity of the total solid-
phase generally requires a 3D-image for an accurate repre-
sentation. However, it can be estimated with reasonable
accuracy using (empirical) reference datasets, as for example
the data reported in this and in previous publications (see
Marmet et al.10,16). Thus, the prediction models for composite
conductivity are especially helpful for a fast screening of
suitable material systems.

Fig. 10 Scatter plots comparing simulated vs. predicted composite conductivities, which are determined for different anode microstructures. The
simulated values (y-axis) are determined with a numerical transport model that uses the input of a 3D voxel representation of the anode microstructures.
The predicted values for the relative ionic composite conductivities (x-axis) are determined with (a) the Maxwell model, (b) the Xu model, (c) the MST
model and (d) the QP model for lion = 0.01. The microstructure variations are due to different total solid volume fractions (ftot) and different
compositions (fSP1,rel).
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3.4 Application example of the analytical model for
optimization of perovskite–CGO electrodes

The synthesis of suitable perovskites for SOC electrodes is still a
topic of ongoing research (see e.g., reviews6,40,62,78–81). For the
performance of SOC electrodes, typically the ionic conductivity
of a perovskite–CGO composite is a limiting factor.15 As an
application example of the analytical model, the relevance of
the intrinsic ionic conductivity of a perovskite used for SOC
composite electrodes shall be illustrated. Furthermore, in this
application example, we take into consideration the possibility
that the intrinsic ionic conductivity of the perovskite phase can
be changed within certain limits (e.g., by varying the level of
dopants and/or oxygen vacancy concentration). As a conse-
quence, variation of the conductivity ratio lion becomes an
additional optimization parameter.

In Fig. 11 the relative ionic composite conductivity srel,ion,comp

is predicted based on the Xu model (eqn (15)) as a function of the
conductivity ratio l (y-axis), and for anodes with different phase
compositions (x-axis), but with fixed porosity e = 30% (i.e., ftot =
70%, respectively) using a subset of the virtual LSTN–CGO
dataset.10 Note that a porosity of 30% is a reasonable value to
ensure sufficient gas transport. As all microstructures of this
subset have the same total volume fraction ftot, the relative
conductivity of the total solid-phase varies only marginally for
the different microstructures (with different phase compositions)
and is thus fixed to a value of srel,SPtot = 0.605 for simplicity.

The maximal possible relative ionic composite conductivity
max(srel,ion,comp) = srel,SPtot = 0.605 can be achieved for the case
of 100% CGO-content (i.e., fSP1,rel = 100%) or for a perovskite
with equal intrinsic ionic conductivity as that of CGO (i.e., lion =
1). Even though it is known that pure nanoporous CGO-anodes
show a very good performance (e.g., reported by Nenning et al.82

and Graves et al.83), Sciazko et al.9 have documented that the
addition of a perovskite (i.e., 30 wt% LSCM) leads to a sig-
nificant improvement of the degradation behavior by prevent-
ing the formation of nano-cracks in the CGO-phase, which

otherwise were present in pure CGO-anodes. Thus, for the
following discussion, we focus on crack resistant anode com-
positions and we thus consider the case of a perovskite–CGO
anode with 40 vol% perovskite and 60 vol% CGO (i.e., fSP1,rel =
60%, note that CGO has typically higher density than perovskite
and thus wt% a vol%). For a realistic intrinsic ionic conduc-
tivity ratio of lion = 0.1, a relative ionic composite conductivity
of about srel,ion,comp = 0.3 can be expected, which is already a
relatively high value. For a considerable increase of the relative
ionic composite conductivity for this scenario, the intrinsic
ionic conductivity of the perovskite would need to be drastically
increased. For example, for an increase of the relative ionic
composite conductivity by 50 vol% to srel,ion,comp = 0.45, the
intrinsic ionic composite conductivity would need to be
improved by a factor of 4.5 to lion = 0.45. On the other hand,
a lower intrinsic ionic conductivity of the perovskite does not
lead to a tremendous decrease of the ionic composite conduc-
tivity. In fact, a total loss of the intrinsic ionic conductivity of
the perovskite-phase (i.e., lion = 0, which corresponds to a Ni–
CGO composite) only leads to a decrease of about 20% to
srel,ion,comp = 0.24. In summary, the plot (Fig. 11) that can be
easily extracted with the Xu model gives us important guide-
lines on how to optimize the anode composition and its
constituents. The Xu model indicates that the addition of 40
vol% perovskite (for the sake of improved durability) with 10
times lower intrinsic ionic conductivity than CGO (i.e., lion =
0.1) does not lead to a tremendous loss in the total ionic
composite conductivity of the anode. Hence, we gain stability,
without losing much performance. Furthermore, there exists
the possibility to search for different chemical/stoichiometric
compositions of the perovskite, which may lead to better
intrinsic ionic conductivity. But for this strategy, the Xu model

Table 3 Mean absolute percentage errors (MAPEs) for the different
models and different conductivity ratios l for a dataset of pure PGM
structures (i.e., neutral wetting behavior of the solid phases and without
additional morphological operations) presented in Marmet et al.10 with
different compositions and porosities. Further details are presented in
Section D.4.1 in the ESI

Conductivity ratio l Maxwell model (%) Xu model (%) MST model (%)

lion = 0.1 4.9 4.73 3.83
lion = 0.5 1.02 1.04 2.2

Table 4 Mean absolute percentage errors (MAPEs) for the different
models and different conductivity ratios l for a dataset of sphere-
packing structures with different compositions and porosities. Further
details are presented in Section D.4.2 in the ESI

Conductivity ratio l Maxwell model (%) Xu model (%) MST model (%)

lion = 0.1 19.8 23.63 13.66

Fig. 11 Prediction of the relative ionic composite conductivities
srel,ion,comp with the Xu model (eqn (15)) as a function of the conductivity
ratio (lion), for anode microstructures with varying solid-phase composi-
tions (fSP1,rel) and fixed porosity of e = 30% (i.e., ftot = 70%, respectively).
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indicates that the intrinsic conductivity needs to be increased
by factors in order to improve the anode performance signifi-
cantly. An improvement of, e.g., 50% in the intrinsic ionic
conductivity of the perovskite has nearly no impact on the total
relative composite conductivity. Hence, this strategy might not
be efficient for the chosen anode composition (i.e., 40 vol%
perovskite).

Another concept is to choose a higher perovskite content in
order to potentially obtain a very robust electrode. For a
scenario of a perovskite content of, e.g., 70 vol% (i.e.,
fSP1,rel = 30%), and still assuming 30% porosity, only a relative
ionic composite conductivity of about srel,ion,comp = 0.135 can be
expected. However, Fig. 11 also illustrates that for anodes with
increased perovskite content, the total composite conductivity
is much more sensitive to the intrinsic properties of the
perovskite. For example, to achieve the same ionic composite
conductivity compared to the anode with fSP1,rel = 60%, a lion =
0.35 would be needed (i.e., enhancement of the intrinsic ionic
conductivity of the perovskite by a factor of Section 3.5). Vice
versa, the ionic composite conductivity is sensitive to a decrease
of the intrinsic ionic conductivity of the perovskite. A reduction
of the intrinsic ionic conductivity of the perovskite by 50%
(i.e., lion = 0.05) leads to a reduction of the relative composite
conductivity of about 35% to srel,ion,comp = 0.09. Moreover, when
the intrinsic ionic conductivity of the perovskite is completely
lost, this also leads to a complete loss of the ionic composite
conductivity, as the percolation of the CGO-phase is not
ensured due to the low CGO-content. Consequently, an
improvement of the ionic conductivity of perovskites would
be very beneficial for the concept with high perovskite content,
while possible improvement is only moderate for the concept
two with larger CGO-content.

A more detailed discussion about possible design concepts of
perovskite–CGO anodes also supported by multiphysics electrode
models can be found in the PhD thesis by Ph. Marmet.15

4 Conclusion

A framework for the systematic study and prediction of the
effective composite conductivity in porous three-phase materials
(two conductive solid phases and one insulating pore-phase) has
been presented. The issue of composite conductivity is typically
relevant when MIEC based materials are involved. But it also
applies to other types of transport (e.g., thermal conduction in
composite materials). A definition for the relative composite
conductivity has been established, which describes the involved
microstructure effects as a function of the intrinsic conductivity
ratio l of the two solid phases. This property can be determined
in a straightforward way by using direct numerical simulation
(e.g., using GeoDict1) on a 3D geometry obtained from tomogra-
phy or virtual construction by stochastic modeling. However, this
numerical approach is computationally quite expensive, espe-
cially for large parameter variations. Therefore, three different
semi-analytical models for the prediction of the composite con-
ductivity as a function of the conductivity ratio l have been

introduced, which allow for a fast screening of promising mate-
rial combinations and microstructure designs. Two models based
on the mean-field theory (Maxwell and Xu model) are presented,
which include a correction factor to account for the non-
conductive pore-phase. Both models provide good prediction
results for moderate conductivity ratios in the range of 0.1 r
l r 1. The third model, i.e., the MST model, based on an
empirical approach using the relative conductivities (M-factors,
respectively) of the single and total solid phases provides even
more robust predictions, especially for low l-values (i.e., very
different intrinsic conductivities of the solid phases) as well as for
phase volume fractions near the percolation threshold. Further-
more, an interface resistance between the two solid phases can be
easily introduced for the MST model. The advantages of the MST
model come at the cost of additional computational expenses for
the characterization of the single phases and an additional fit-
factor. The three semi-analytical (Maxwell, Xu, MST) models
introduced in this work clearly outperform the analytical quad-
ratic parallel (QP) model available in the literature, which uses no
geometrical parameters.

The composite conductivity framework is illustrated and
validated for a microstructure dataset of LSTN–CGO electrodes,
where both solid phases exhibit MIEC properties. Thereby a
large number of 3D microstructures was generated by stochas-
tic modeling, as described in a previous publication (Marmet
et al.10). To illustrate the effects of composite conductivity, the
design regions for SOFC electrodes with two MIEC-phases
(i.e., LSTN–CGO anodes) were compared with those for conven-
tional anode compositions (i.e., Ni–YSZ, Ni–CGO). Thereby, the
design space is characterized by performance variation as a
function of composition and porosity. The results from numer-
ical simulation document that the performance and associated
design space of Ni–YSZ are limited by the percolation of both
solid phases, while for Ni–CGO, only CGO needs to percolate to
ensure the anode functionality. For the LSTN–CGO composite,
neither the LSTN nor the CGO-phase needs to percolate for a
minimal functionality of the electrode, as the transport of
neither electrons nor oxygen ions is limited to a single phase.
Hence, MIEC material concepts and associated composite
conductivity open a much larger design space for microstruc-
ture optimization.

Furthermore, by using semi-analytical models, possible
optimization routes for SOC electrodes including perovskite
materials were discussed. A perovskite with considerably higher
intrinsic ionic conductivity would be very beneficial for perovs-
kite–CGO electrodes with a high perovskite-content. On the
other hand, the intrinsic ionic conductivity of the currently
available perovskites is sufficient for electrodes with a high
CGO-content (e.g., 60 vol%). For these compositions, the con-
tribution of the perovskite-phase is largely limited to electronic
current collection and structural support (i.e., improved degra-
dation behavior).

While the presented models provide good approximations
for the incorporation of microstructure effects on the compo-
site conductivity, further research is needed for additional
physical effects at grain boundaries and solid-phase interfaces
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including space charge regions. Moreover, for the application
for SOC electrodes, more precise measurements for specific
material combinations are needed, especially for the ionic
conductivity.

The established framework is relevant for many applications of
porous composites as, e.g., SOC MIEC electrodes like perovskite–
CGO fuel electrodes and LSCF–CGO air electrodes. In this context,
the introduced semi-analytical models enable a fast screening of
microstructure features like porosity and solid-phase composition
as well as material combinations with different intrinsic conduc-
tivities, towards sufficient effective ionic and electronic conductiv-
ities. This allows one to considerably reduce the needed amount of
experimental testing. Moreover, the presented approach is also
relevant for other transport mechanisms such as the thermal
conductivity of porous composites.
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